Romantic and Sexual Relationships with Students
Structure of presentation:
Summary of process to date
Highlights of the four paragraphs of the resolution
What is new compared to the existing (1996) policy?
What are the pros and cons of the major changes?
Discussion
Four votes, one for each paragraph, on the underlying spirit (principle, essence), not
the specific language

Summary of process to date
Joe Burns, working with Kent Hubbell, brought a proposed draft faculty
resolution to CAFPS. Research and drafting support was provided by Alan
Mittman (Director, Workforce Policy & Workforce Relations and Title IX
Coordinator for Investigations) and Pam Strausser (Senior Consultant,
Academic Human Resources).
CAFPS and several other bodies were asked to review it and provide
feedback.
Some revisions were made by the drafting group.
After further discussion, CAFPS determined that the draft should be
presented to the Faculty Senate for discussion and “sense of the body”
voting.

Paragraph 1: Relationships with undergraduate students
Highlight
Faculty may not engage in romantic or sexual relationships with
undergraduate students.
What is new
The existing (1996) policy only prohibits these relationships if the faculty
member has some kind of academic authority over the student.
The revised policy broadens the prohibition.

Pro
The gross power imbalance is incompatible with the notion of consent.
Such relationships create a poor learning environment for all students.
Con
Cornell should not be judging and regulating the personal choices of
consenting adults. For FERPA etc. students are considered adults.

Paragraph 2: Relationships with graduate students
Highlight
The prohibition applies when the “faculty member might reasonably be
expected to have academic authority over a graduate student in the
future.”
Faculty cannot exercise academic authority over a graduate student from a
former relationship.
What is new
The revised policy broadens the existing prohibition in those two ways.
Pro
Graduate programs are small. Broadening of the prohibition is needed
because of the high probability of a future conflict of interest.
Such relationships create a poor learning environment.
Con
There are too many cases where there is a small age difference and no
conflict of interest to justify a broader prohibition.

Paragraph 3: Obligation to disclose relationships
Highlight
Disclosure of prohibited relationships is required.
What is new
There was no required disclosure under the existing policy.
Pro
Requiring disclosure will help prevent such relationships from forming or
continuing.
Without required disclosure, the relationships will simply continue and the
conflict of interest or poor learning environment cannot be addressed.
Con
Faculty should not be required to share their romantic and sexual
relationships with Deans.
Enforcement may be difficult to ensure.

Paragraph 4: Remedies
Highlight
Specifies the person (Dean) who should resolve the situation to end the
conflict
of interest.
Spells out the range of disciplinary measures.
What is new
The existing policy did not address remediation.
Pro

A main point of disclosure is to enable remediation to occur.
The upper end of the range of disciplinary measures may help prevent
violations of the policy.
Con
Do Deans have the expertise to manage such situations?
Risks creating a worrisome “black book” of all disclosed relationships in the
Dean’s office.
Third party complaints are allowed (but are subject to Policy 4.6).

Discussion
Voting: not on specific language of the policy but simply the spirit of the
policy

Prohibited Romantic or Sexual Relationships with Students
1. Relationships with undergraduate students:
No faculty member shall engage in romantic or sexual relationships with undergraduate
students. Unusual situations, such as but not limited to, the recruitment of a faculty
member with an undergraduate partner or spouse, enrollment by a faculty partner or
spouse as an undergraduate, or a relationship between a member of the faculty and an
undergraduate student of non-traditional age, must be disclosed and remedies sought to
avoid real or apparent conflict of interest.

2. Relationships with graduate students and professional school students, (including
clinical residents and clinical fellows (collectively “graduate students”):
No faculty member should simultaneously engage in a romantic or sexual relationship
with any graduate student over whom he or she exercises any academic authority.
Further, whenever a faculty member might reasonably be expected to have academic
authority over a graduate student in the future, romantic or sexual relationships are
prohibited. Conversely, no faculty member shall exercise academic authority over a
graduate student with whom he or she has previously pursued or had a sexual or
romantic relationship.

Obligation to disclose relationships addressed in this resolution
If a relationship covered in this policy exists or develops, it must be disclosed and a remedy
must be pursued. It is the faculty member who bears the obligation of reporting
relationships covered in this policy to the Supervising Dean. Failure to disclose the
relationship in a timely fashion will itself be considered a violation of policy. If there is any
doubt whether a relationship falls within this policy, individuals should disclose the facts
and seek guidance rather than fail to disclose.

Remedies
In case of failure to reach agreement concerning the remediation or in the event no such
disclosure has been made but the Supervising Dean has determined a relationship
prohibited by this policy exists, that Dean shall resolve the situation to end the conflict of
interest. In any event, disciplinary measures up to and including termination and
revocation of all university rights and privileges may be taken, if appropriate to the
circumstances, by the relevant Supervising Dean. See Policy 4.6, Standards of Ethical
Conduct, Enforcement, p. 11. In unusual circumstances the Supervising Dean may grant
an exemption from this policy when full severance of the university relationship would
create undue academic or financial hardship for the student and oversight to protect the
student can be ensured.
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